
A view of the coast    Part 1

A Milk pond
A vast, calm shimmering silver-blue mirror 

that seems to have absorbed
the whole of the unending sky.
Is broken only by the shadow 

of an odd, gauzy cloud as it passes lazily above.
Far in the distance, idle boats… with limp sail.

Like the Mariners Tale appear becalmed as if on a painted sea
.But soon, gauzy clouds become more frequent.

A few shades darker than before.
The shimmering mirror is showing cracks..

It’s  silver- hew has turned steel-grey.
As darkening skies whip up a squall.

So fierce as such one can hardly stand.
In the distance, limp sails billow 

are filled with the increasing southerly
Soon slip from view over the distant horizon.

Running for some safe harbor…As the darkening sea
erupts into an unprovoked rage

…atop the depths…..Where it is said,
that Davy Jones lies... there, down among the wrecks.
long sunk by war…Or some fiercer squall- perhaps?

That swamped or dashed them on a rock
The short hours pass.

The breathless squall has run its course.
The sea, no mirror but still…, a shimmering, gentler thing

Its tide has ebbed, to leave behind a narrow desert
Askew with ribbons of olive Kelp

Like Mermaids locks…Once ritually gathered to feed the beasts
dislodged from moorings on some hidden boulder

by the un-leashed, roaring tempest!
How briny the air smells, when a tide rolls out.

…Reminiscent of days long past
Long past days, when periwinkles would be knocked

from their cliff face by sandaled feet
as one fished for tiddlers, amongst the sun, warmed pools

left exposed by a receding tide
Long past days. …when you would chase each-other,

with the threat of a nip from a protesting crab that has been
plucked; from under an upturned stone below the water line.

Part 2

Up above, between the cloud-dotted sky and gun blue sea.
Brown faced gulls …Rising and dipping, on the prevailing breeze

are joined by others…Larger, with paler faces.



Calling out in their shrill cack… make for the re-appearing sails,
With hope of some richer pickings

.Below, A long-beaked Oystercatcher, nods methodically … 
Keeping time

As it wades tentatively along the fringes,
 of the clinging mussel beds..Turning shells

…stopping only to chip at some stubborn limpet….A favorite
That has pulled itself tight with a vacuous foot.

Is no match for its most stubborn foe?
Its shell smashed and broken on the hard granite…

to lie empty among the countless scattered fragments.
The sinking sun…a cooler, blood orange

is crossed by the faintest of gossamer clouds.
Casts a warm blanket of translucent reds

over the iridescent motionlessness of the water.
The translucent reds gradually turn to a deepening indigo.

As the dying day …Slowly transcends into dusk
The blood-orange…now replaced by a rising moon

That sits like a glassy pearl upon a ream of navy velvet
throws its luminous reflection 

across the tranquil surface of the dark water.
The rock pools… all black and still…

silhouetted against the lunar paleness of the sea beyond.
Are disturbed, only by the sound of lapping water

gently breaking on their far side
…. Are soon swallowed…

leaving only blackness in the moons wake…
as its soft shadow moves gradually across the divide,

till the blackness is finally broken by a sliver of silver blue
,…That increasingly absorbs the night
until the sun eventually shows face….

And a new day by the sea begins.

The end

 

  


